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Imagine you are travelling across the ocean with a ship. You have a good cruise, with light weather and a smooth sea. You stand on deck, enjoy the wind on your last night on board. But suddenly, pirates appear on the deck. They demand money, cargo and access to the captain's safe. They control the ship and threaten to patrol you and
the crew on a nearby island. Your ad isn't in the Spanish gallon, though, and these pirates aren't in curly wigs and waistcoats. It is today, you are on a modern cargo ship and pirates wear military fatigues and carry machine guns. Your ship becomes one of hundreds that will be attacked by pirates every year. What does it take to be a
pirate, and what does it take to survive if you meet one? In this article, we will see how pirates work, whether they robbed and groped in the 17th or 21st centuries. Being a pirate seems pretty obvious -- pirates use boats to attack other boats with the aim of kidnapping, stealing or otherwise doing harm. But that basic definition doesn't
cover it. Violence in the high seas needs to meet some of the other criteria for being pirated: Attacks must for personal gain using private vessels. Military activities, environmental protests or industrial espionage actions are not piracy. Pirates must operate outside the power of any government. In the past, people who behaved like pirates
but had government powers (often in the form of Marque Letters, official documents giving permission to attack and unclaim enemy ships) are called private people. The government used private to disrupt enemies and additional navy during the war. In peacetime, many private people, including Sir Frances Drake, turned to piracy. In the
past, piracy included attacks on ports and other settlements on land. Most modern laws, though, apply only to attacks on ships at sea. Some laws only apply to ships in international waters, and some apply whether the ship is in motion, anchoring or anchoring. In addition, some definitions during piracy apply only if the attackers use the
ship to reach their targets. In other words, not every definition of piracy includes people drone on board to attack it at sea. We've all seen movies where one eye, foot-foot pirates are made with huge wooden chests full of gold, silver, and jewels. But this image isn't really accurate. Pirates only rarely get their hands on treasures like this, but
they still take plunder from their victims. During the so-called piracy age, which lasted about from 1700 to 1725, hundreds pirates hit the world's waters. These pirates, while generally associated with the Caribbean, do not limit their activities to the region. They also hit the African coast and also made forays into the Pacific and Indian
Oceans. They will attack and rob any non-Navy vessels crossing their routes: mostly merchant ships and ships carrying slave-carrying people lying lying down The pounding of pirates taking from these ships is mainly profitable trade goods at the time. Pirates often lew food and drink from their victims: Alcoholic beverages, in particular,
are rarely if ever allowed to continue their journey. Rice casks and other foods are taken on board as needed, although less cruel pirates will leave enough food for their victims to survive. Fishing vessels are often robbed when traders are volatile, and in addition to fish, pirates will sometimes take tackles and nets. Pirates rarely have
access to the port or shipyard where they can repair their vessels. Their vessels are often placed for hard use, meaning that they always need new sailing, ropes, tackling rigging, anchoring, and other things necessary for the daily maintenance of wooden yachts. They steal candles, thimbles, pans, threads, soaps, kettles, and other
common items and often also plunder sticks, masts, or parts of the ship if they need it. Of course, if their own vessels are in really bad shape, pirates will sometimes just change the ship with their victims! Most of the seizures obtained by pirates are trade items shipped by traders. Pirates never knew what they would find on board the ships
they were robbing. Popular trade items at the time included fabric bolts, peeled animal skin, spices, sugar, dyes, cocoa, tobacco, cotton, wood, and more. Pirates had to choose about what to take, as some items were easier to sell than others. Many pirates have clandestine contacts with traders willing to buy such stolen goods for a
fraction of their true value and then resell them for profit. Pirate-friendly cities such as Port Royal, Jamaica, or Nassau, Bahamas, have many unscpulous traders willing to make such an offer. Buying and selling slavery people is a very profitable business during the Golden Age of piracy, and ships carrying captives are often raided by
pirates. Pirates may keep those enslaved to work on the ship or sell them themselves. Most often, pirates will tear down food ships, weapons, rigging, or other valuables and let traders keep those enslaved, which is not always easy to sell and had to be fed and monitored. Weapons are very valuable. They are trading tools for pirates. A
pirate ship without cannons and crew without a gun and a sword was ineffective, so it was a rare pirate victim who went with his gun shop not to be robbed. Cannons transferred to pirate ships and holdings cleared of small arms, and bullets. Tools are the same as gold, whether they become carpenter tools, surgeon's knives, or navigation
gear (such as maps and astrolabs). Similarly, medications are often robbed: Pirates are often injured or sick, and medications are difficult to go through. When Blackbeard held Charleston, North Carolina, hostage in 1718, he demanded—and accepted—the drug chest in exchange for the lifting of his restrictions. Of course, just because
most of the Their victims have nothing gold does not mean that pirates never get anything at all. Most vessels have little gold, silver, gems, or some coins on board, and crews and captains are often tortured to get them to reveal the location of any such stash. Sometimes, the pirates got lucky: In 1694, Henry Avery and his crew sacked
Ganj-i-Sawai, the Treasure ship Grand Moghul of India. They catch gold, silver, gems, and other valuable cargo worth luck. Pirates with gold or silver tend to spend it quickly when in the port. Thanks to the popularity of Khazanah Island, the most famous novel about pirates, most people think that bandits go around burying treasure on
remote islands. In fact, pirates are rarely buried treasures. Captain William Kidd buried his coup, but he was one of the few known to have done so. Given that most of the treasure pirates that would be delicate, such as food, sugar, wood, ropes, or fabrics, it is not surprising that the idea is mostly mythical. Cordingly, David. New York:
Random House Trade Paperbacks, 1996 Defoe, Daniel. General History of Pyrates. Dover Maritime, 60742 edition, Dover Publications, January 26, 1999. Konstam, Angus. Pirate World Atlas. Guilford: The Lyons Press, 2009 Konstam, Angus. Pirates Ship 1660-1730. New York: Osprey, 2003 When it came to attacking enemy ships,
pirates preferred to get up-close and personal. Pirates want to plunder the ship before sinking them. Pirates should be able to rob ships before they sink or take care of the ship instead of sinking. This, in addition to the dangers that exist on their cannons, makes ship-to-ship battles at risk. Pirates instead like to intimidate their victims to
surrender or board enemy vessels and fight hands to hand over the deck. An ideal pirate attack can go one of two ways. Pirates can approach their targets publicly, run Jolly Roger, and receive ship submissions. Or, pirates can use smaller boats and ride enemy ships using hooks and scrape strings. One of the pirates will weaken the
ship's rudder to help prevent the escape. Advertisements But not every ship surrenders peacefully, and not every raid goes unresponsive, so pirates use heavy weapons when necessary. Cannon fires can dislodg or destroy ships. Cannons can also shoot double cannonballs or chain shots, which can damage or destroy masts and rigging.
They can also shoot grapes at the browser. When shooting at people, pirates generally try to pick up browsers at the wheels of the ship first. When pirates managed to catch the ship, they had to deal with its crew. They can make the victims part of the crew kill them or sell them as slaves. Or, pirates can wilter the victims on an island,
leaving them with little if there is a provision. Moreover, raids on ports and other settlements often involve torture, murder and kidnapping for ransoness. Pirates can be equally violent when dealing with crew their own vessels. Many codes of conduct listed death as punishment for crimes such as stealing or smuggling women on board.
Another sentence was keelhauling, where the offensive pirates were tied to a rope and dragged under the carriage of the boat. Keelhauling usually results in death by drowning, and barnacles attached to the ship's body can tear offensive pirate skin and pirate dresses to shred. Walking on board, however, is a literary invention, not a real
pirating practice. The Golden Age ended in the 1730s, as colonies on American shores became more able to defend themselves than attacks. We'll see how pirates of the Golden Age versus modern pirates in the next section. Section.
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